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Your party is walking along wondering what things could be killed and looted.  It isn’t easy 
being a murder hobo.  For the most part people either slink away in fear or chase you with 
frothing rage.  But that doesn’t bother you much, as long as you can kill, loot, sleep, and shit.  
You come to a crossroads.  You can either go back where you just came from and are pretty sure 
there is not much looting to be done anywhere close by, you can press onward to the place your 
were going back to, you can turn right to head to the hills, or you can turn left to head to the 
desert. 

 

>> 1 << PRESS FORWARD 

 As your party moves on along heading back to the place, you notice some things have 
changed since you’ve last been this way.  The corpses of the last things you’ve killed are no 
longer there, there is a strange little tree with no leaves and strange designs on it (if anyone can 
read, this is a WANTED: DEAD or EXTRA DEAD = nefarious party of murderhoboes.  See 
Constable Quinley).   Despite the odd changes, you press onward to find out why the corpses 
were moved and the new tree was planted (or if the sign was read, to find the constable and kill 
him before he gets you killed). 

 Before the climactic scene with the constable, throw some deputies at the group, you can 
throw a few at a time before the mob attack (numbers in parenthesis, this is all 3 types together): 

 4 CITIZEN ARRESTOREES:   difficulty 7, 1 hit each 

 3 DEPUTIZED CITIZENS: difficulty 7, 2 hits each 

 2 DETERMINED DEPUTIES: difficulty 8, 2 hits each 

 These three types of mooks all start encounters with bravado and authority, telling the 
hoboes to stop in the name of the LAW. 

 When the party has murdered enough citizens/deputized/deputies, bring the PRESS 
FORWARD scene to a dramatic confrontation with Constable Quinley.  Constable Quinly isn’t 
quite what he seems and after taking his first hit, begins his transformation. 



 CONSTABLE QUINLEY = difficulty 8, 4 hits; after 1st hit tentacles spew out of all the 
constable’s orifices, after 2nd hit the tentacles can grab weapons. 

 

>>2<< GO BACK 

 You decide to go back and make sure you did not miss any loot from your last killing 
spree.  As you come closer to the scene of carnage, you hear a shuffling sound.  Those damn 
things we killed didn’t stay killed! 

 6 RISEN SLAIN: difficulty 7, 2 hits each 

 That sure worked up a sweat, but wait… 

 

 TITTERING GHOUL:  difficulty 8, 4 hits, bite weakens  

 Why so many dead things around anyways?   Oh, yeah, stupid lich… where the hell is 
my holy water… 

 INSANE LICH: difficulty 9, 5 hits, wilting touch & rusting touch 

 

>>3<< RUN TO THE HILLS 

 Ah, yes, the hill country.  There should be things to kill there.  Be that as it may, it takes 
some time to traverse the distance that separates the crossroads from the (not so) nearby hills.  
Finally, after much boring (as in, no killing) walking, the hills are among you.  And so are the 
Shaggy Natives! 

 10 SHAGGY NATIVES: difficulty 7, 2 hits each 

 Well, that was fun, much easier without a witch doctor or chief.  Oh, shit… 

 SMELLY WITCH DOCTOR: difficulty 8, 3 hits, spits acid 

 UGLY CHIEF: difficulty 10, 5 hits, tough old bastard 

 

>>4<< THE DESSERT 

 You press on to high hopes of sugar laden goodness, but actually only arrive at an 
endless hot sand bath.  Maybe there is something to “knowing shit”…. sigh.  While it the desert, 
hobos have to make a roll to move.  If they roll a 1, they have to make a roll to avoid being 
killed.  Fighting in the desert requires a move roll before the 1st attack, after that is done no 



further move rolls are required unless a hobo misses by 2 or less on the attack roll , in which 
case the monster attacks and moves after. 

 3 BIG ASS SCORPIONS: difficulty 8, 1 hit, poison sting 

 Then… 

 ENORMOUS LAND SHARK: difficulty 8, 3 hits 

 And the climax: 

 WRATHFULL MUMMY: difficulty 9, 6 hits, mummy rot 

  


